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Summary. The class of continuous lattices can be characterized by infinitary equa-
tions. Therefore, it is closed under the formation of subalgebras and homomorphic images.
Following the terminology of [18] we introduce a continuous lattice subframe to be a sublat-
tice closed under the formation of arbitrary infs and directed sups. This notion corresponds
with a subalgebra of a continuous lattice in [16].

The class of completely distributive lattices is also introduced in the paper. Such lattices
are complete and satisfy the most restrictive type of the general distributivity law. Obviously
each completely distributive lattice is a Heyting algebra. It was hard to find the best Mizar
implementation of the complete distributivity equational condition (denoted by CD in [16]).
The powerful and well developed Many Sorted Theory gives the most convenient way of this
formalization. A set double indexed byK, introduced in the paper, corresponds with a family
{x j,k : j ∈ J,k ∈ K( j)}. It is defined to be a suitable many sorted function. Two special
functors: Sups and Infs as counterparts of Sup and Inf respectively, introduced in [33], are
also defined. Originally the equation in Definition 2.4 of [16, p. 58] looks as follows:∧

j∈J
∨

k∈K( j)x j,k =
∨

f∈M
∧

j∈Jx j, f ( j),

whereM is the set of functions defined onJ with valuesf ( j) ∈ K( j).

MML Identifier: WAYBEL_5.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol8/waybel_5.html

The articles [25], [12], [31], [32], [15], [29], [9], [11], [10], [13], [1], [3], [24], [30], [4], [2], [8],
[26], [20], [21], [27], [19], [23], [22], [5], [17], [33], [14], [6], [7], and [28] provide the notation and
terminology for this paper.

1. THE CONTINUITY OF LATTICES

In this paperx, y are sets andL is an up-complete semilattice.
The following propositions are true:

(1) L is continuous if and only if for every elementx of L holds↓↓x is an ideal ofL andx≤ sup↓↓x
and for every idealI of L such thatx≤ supI holds↓↓x⊆ I .

(2) L is continuous if and only if for every elementx of L there exists an idealI of L such that
x≤ supI and for every idealJ of L such thatx≤ supJ holdsI ⊆ J.

(3) For every continuous lower-bounded sup-semilatticeL holds SupMap(L) has a lower ad-
joint.

1This work was partially supported by the Office of Naval Research Grant N00014-95-1-1336.
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(4) For every up-complete lower-bounded latticeL such that SupMap(L) is upper adjoint holds
L is continuous.

(5) For every complete semilatticeL such that SupMap(L) is infs-preserving and sups-
preserving holds SupMap(L) has a lower adjoint.

Let J, D be sets and letK be a many sorted set indexed byJ. A set of elements ofD double
indexed byK is a many sorted function fromK into J 7−→ D.

Let J be a set, letK be a many sorted set indexed byJ, and letSbe a 1-sorted structure. A set of
elements ofSdouble indexed byK is a set of elements of the carrier ofSdouble indexed byK.

One can prove the following proposition

(6) Let J, D be sets,K be a many sorted set indexed byJ, F be a set of elements ofD double
indexed byK, and j be a set. Ifj ∈ J, thenF( j) is a function fromK( j) into D.

Let J, D be non empty sets, letK be a many sorted set indexed byJ, let F be a set of elements
of D double indexed byK, and let j be an element ofJ. ThenF( j) is a function fromK( j) into D.

Let J, D be non empty sets, letK be a non-empty many sorted set indexed byJ, let F be a set of
elements ofD double indexed byK, and let j be an element ofJ. Note that rngF( j) is non empty.

Let J be a set, letD be a non empty set, and letK be a non-empty many sorted set indexed byJ.
Observe that every set of elements ofD double indexed byK is non-empty.

Next we state four propositions:

(7) For every function yielding functionF and for every setf such thatf ∈ domFrege(F)
holds f is a function.

(8) For every function yielding functionF and for every functionf such thatf ∈ domFrege(F)
holds domf = domF and domF = dom(Frege(F))( f ).

(9) Let F be a function yielding function andf be a function. Supposef ∈ domFrege(F).
Let i be a set. Ifi ∈ domF, then f (i) ∈ domF(i) and (Frege(F))( f )(i) = F(i)( f (i)) and
F(i)( f (i)) ∈ rng(Frege(F))( f ).

(10) LetJ, D be sets,K be a many sorted set indexed byJ, F be a set of elements ofD double
indexed byK, and f be a function. If f ∈ domFrege(F), then(Frege(F))( f ) is a function
from J into D.

Let f be a non-empty function. Observe that domκ f (κ) is non-empty.
Let J, D be sets, letK be a many sorted set indexed byJ, and letF be a set of elements ofD

double indexed byK. Then Frege(F) is a set of elements ofD double indexed by∏(domκ F(κ)) 7−→
J.

Let J, D be non empty sets, letK be a non-empty many sorted set indexed byJ, let F be a
set of elements ofD double indexed byK, let G be a set of elements ofD double indexed by
∏(domκ F(κ)) 7−→ J, and let f be an element of∏(domκ F(κ)). ThenG( f ) is a function fromJ
into D.

Let L be a non empty relational structure and letF be a function yielding function. The functor⊔
L

F yielding a function from domF into the carrier ofL is defined as follows:

(Def. 1) For everyx such thatx∈ domF holds(
⊔

L
F)(x) =

⊔
L F(x).

The functord−eL F yielding a function from domF into the carrier ofL is defined by:

(Def. 2) For everyx such thatx∈ domF holds(d−eL F)(x) = d−eLF(x).

Let J be a set, letK be a many sorted set indexed byJ, let L be a non empty relational structure,
and letF be a set of elements ofL double indexed byK. We introduce Sups(F) as a synonym of⊔

L
F. We introduce Infs(F) as a synonym ofd−eL F.
Let I , J be sets, letL be a non empty relational structure, and letF be a set of elements ofL

double indexed byI 7−→ J. We introduce Sups(F) as a synonym of
⊔

L
F. We introduce Infs(F) as

a synonym ofd−eL F.
We now state four propositions:
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(11) Let L be a non empty relational structure andF , G be function yielding functions. If
domF = domG and for everyx such thatx∈ domF holds

⊔
L F(x) =

⊔
L G(x), then

⊔
L

F =⊔
L

G.

(12) Let L be a non empty relational structure andF , G be function yielding functions. If
domF = domG and for everyx such thatx∈ domF holdsd−eLF(x) = d−eLG(x), thend−eL F =
d−eL G.

(13) LetL be a non empty relational structure andF be a function yielding function. Then

(i) y∈ rng
⊔

L
F iff there existsx such thatx∈ domF andy =

⊔
L F(x), and

(ii) y∈ rngd−eL F iff there existsx such thatx∈ domF andy = d−eLF(x).

(14) Let L be a non empty relational structure,J be a non empty set,K be a many sorted set
indexed byJ, andF be a set of elements ofL double indexed byK. Then

(i) x∈ rngSups(F) iff there exists an elementj of J such thatx = Sup(F( j)), and

(ii) x∈ rngInfs(F) iff there exists an elementj of J such thatx = Inf(F( j)).

Let J be a non empty set, letK be a many sorted set indexed byJ, letL be a non empty relational
structure, and letF be a set of elements ofL double indexed byK. One can verify that rngSups(F)
is non empty and rngInfs(F) is non empty.

For simplicity, we adopt the following rules:L is a complete lattice,a, b, c are elements ofL, J
is a non empty set, andK is a non-empty many sorted set indexed byJ.

One can prove the following propositions:

(15) LetF be a function yielding function. If for every functionf such thatf ∈ domFrege(F)
holdsd−eL(Frege(F))( f )≤ a, then Sup(d−eL Frege(F))≤ a.

(16) For every setF of elements of L double indexed byK holds Inf(Sups(F)) ≥
Sup(Infs(Frege(F))).

(17) If L is continuous and for everyc such thatc� a holdsc≤ b, thena≤ b.

(18) Suppose that for every non empty setJ such thatJ ∈ the universe of the carrier ofL and
for every non-empty many sorted setK indexed byJ such that for every elementj of J holds
K( j) ∈ the universe of the carrier ofL and for every setF of elements ofL double indexed
by K such that for every elementj of J holds rngF( j) is directed holds Inf(Sups(F)) =
Sup(Infs(Frege(F))). ThenL is continuous.

(19) L is continuous if and only if for allJ, K and for every setF of elements ofL double indexed
by K such that for every elementj of J holds rngF( j) is directed holds Inf(Sups(F)) =
Sup(Infs(Frege(F))).

Let J, K, D be non empty sets and letF be a function from[:J, K :] into D. Then curryF is a set
of elements ofD double indexed byJ 7−→ K.

We use the following convention:J, K, D are non empty sets,j is an element ofJ, andk is an
element ofK.

Next we state four propositions:

(20) For every functionF from [:J, K :] into D holds domcurryF = J and dom(curryF)( j) = K
andF(〈〈 j, k〉〉) = (curryF)( j)(k).

(21) L is continuous if and only if for all non empty setsJ, K and for every functionF from [:J,
K :] into the carrier ofL such that for every elementj of J holds rng(curryF)( j) is directed
holds Inf(Sups(curryF)) = Sup(Infs(Frege(curryF))).

(22) Let F be a function from[:J, K :] into the carrier ofL and X be a subset ofL.
SupposeX = {a;a ranges over elements ofL:

∨
f : non-empty many sorted set indexed byJ ( f ∈

(FinK)J ∧
∨

G:set of elements ofL double indexed byf (
∧

j,x (x ∈ f ( j) ⇒ G( j)(x) = F(〈〈 j, x〉〉)) ∧
a = Inf(Sups(G))))}. Then Inf(Sups(curryF))≥ supX.
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(23) L is continuous if and only if for all J, K and for every functionF from
[:J, K :] into the carrier of L and for every subsetX of L such that X =
{a;a ranges over elements ofL:

∨
f : non-empty many sorted set indexed byJ ( f ∈ (FinK)J ∧∨

G:set of elements ofL double indexed byf (
∧

j,x (x ∈ f ( j) ⇒ G( j)(x) = F(〈〈 j, x〉〉)) ∧ a =
Inf(Sups(G))))} holds Inf(Sups(curryF)) = supX.

2. COMPLETELY-DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES

Let L be a non empty relational structure. We say thatL is completely-distributive if and only if the
conditions (Def. 3) are satisfied.

(Def. 3)(i) L is complete, and

(ii) for every non empty setJ and for every non-empty many sorted setK indexed byJ and for
every setF of elements ofL double indexed byK holds Inf(Sups(F)) = Sup(Infs(Frege(F))).

In the sequelJ is a non empty set andK is a non-empty many sorted set indexed byJ.
Let us mention that every non empty poset which is trivial is also completely-distributive.
Let us observe that there exists a lattice which is completely-distributive.
Next we state the proposition

(24) Every completely-distributive lattice is continuous.

Let us mention that every lattice which is completely-distributive is also complete and continu-
ous.

We now state two propositions:

(25) Let L be a non empty antisymmetric transitive relational structure with g.l.b.’s,x be an
element ofL, andX, Y be subsets ofL. Suppose supX exists inL and supY exists inL and
Y = {xuy;y ranges over elements ofL: y∈ X}. ThenxusupX ≥ supY.

(26) Let L be a completely-distributive lattice,X be a subset ofL, andx be an element ofL.
ThenxusupX =

⊔
L{xuy;y ranges over elements ofL: y∈ X}.

Let us note that every lattice which is completely-distributive is also Heyting.

3. SUB–FRAMES OFCONTINUOUS LATTICES

Let L be a non empty relational structure. A continuous subframe ofL is an infs-inheriting directed-
sups-inheriting non empty full relational substructure ofL.

We now state three propositions:

(27) Let F be a set of elements ofL double indexed byK. If for every elementj of J holds
rngF( j) is directed, then rngInfs(Frege(F)) is directed.

(28) If L is continuous, then every continuous subframe ofL is a continuous lattice.

(29) For every non empty posetS such that there exists a map fromL into S which is infs-
preserving and onto holdsS is a complete lattice.

Let J be a set and lety be a set. We introduceJ⇒ y as a synonym ofJ 7−→ y.
Let J be a set and lety be a set. ThenJ 7−→ y is a many sorted set indexed byJ. We introduce

J⇒ y as a synonym ofJ 7−→ y.
Let A, B, J be sets and letf be a function fromA into B. ThenJ⇒ f is a many sorted function

from J 7−→ A into J 7−→ B.
We now state four propositions:

(30) Let A, B be sets,f be a function fromA into B, andg be a function fromB into A. If
g· f = idA, then(J⇒ g)◦ (J⇒ f ) = idJ7−→A.
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(31) LetJ, A be non empty sets,B be a set,K be a many sorted set indexed byJ, F be a set of
elements ofA double indexed byK, and f be a function fromA into B. Then(J⇒ f )◦F is a
set of elements ofB double indexed byK.

(32) LetJ, A, B be non empty sets,K be a many sorted set indexed byJ, F be a set of elements
of A double indexed byK, and f be a function fromA into B. Then domκ((J⇒ f )◦F)(κ) =
domκ F(κ).

(33) SupposeL is continuous. LetSbe a non empty poset. Suppose there exists a map fromL
into S which is infs-preserving, directed-sups-preserving, and onto. ThenS is a continuous
lattice.
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